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STUDENT REFLECTION

Example:

This will help you with in-depth understanding.
Instructions:
1. Include a “Relevant Title.”
2. Create an individual drawing to represent this activity.
3. Write in complete sentences what you learned.
4. Design a question using the math standard that could
be on a standardized test.
Use the rubric below to gauge your work, and grade yourself by
circling how you did. Turn in this form with your Reflection Artifact.
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Use of Paper

I used the entire
paper!

I used most of the
paper.

I used half of the
paper.

I used less than half
of the paper.

My dog ate my
artifact.

Title

I included a unique
and extremely
creative title that
is relevant to the
lesson!

I included a creative
title that was
relevant to the
lesson.

I included a title
that was relevant to
the lesson.

I included a title
but, was not
relevant to the
lesson.

I was suppose to
include a title?

Student
Drawings

I may not be an
artist, but my
friends know what
I drew!

I may not be an
artist, but my
friends think they
know what I drew.

I may not be an
artist, but my
friends aren’t sure
what I drew.

My friends are not
impressed at my
effort.

What drawings?

Question &
Answer

I am a professional
and understand all
required math in
this lesson.

I am a professional,
but I need to work
on my grammar,
spelling, and
sentence structure.

Not sure about the
math, but I wrote
in complete
sentences.

Not sure about the
math and need
to work on my
language arts skills.

Oops, I forgot
to include a
question...

Math

I showed complete
understanding of
the math by
explaining AND
showing an
example!

I showed partial
understanding
of the math by
either explaining
it or showing an
example.

I showed limited
understanding of
the math. My
explanation or
examples were
unclear.

I did not
understand the
math but I
attempted to
demonstrate
what I could.

I thought this was
English class!

Color

I included full color
on my artifact!

I included color on
most of my artifact.

I included color on
about half of my
artifact.

I included a little
color.

I lost most of my
school supplies, so
I did not include
color on my artifact.

Clarity,
Creativity,
Effort

My artifact is
professional! It is
clear, creative and
shows extreme
effort!

My artifact is
somewhat clear,
creative, and shows
partial effort.

My artifact shows
limited creativity
and limited effort.

My artifact shows
no creativity and
very little effort.

zzzzzz. DOH!

I understand the
math, but not sure
how to write a
question in another
form.

I struggled with this
question, but here
is what I come up
with.

I do not understand,
but I tried to come
up with a question.

I opted out of the
standardized test...
Why do I need to
include another
question?

I completely
understand the
Standardized
math and created
Test Question
an awesome
additional question!
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